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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,
We have two New Reviews, and two Final Reviews this week. Both Déjà Vu Football and
Sam’s Lucky 9 Lays failed their reviews.
This week’s league table again has Betting Grenade at #2. It’s far too early yet to judge Power
Naps. On the graph of the profit being made by the front runners, as a percentage of their
starting bank, Flat Ratings Pro still looks promising.
Profit expressed as a percentage of start bank is not everything. Please read the full reviews of
anything that interests you!
We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers Corner at
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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New Reviews
Laying Spring Profits – Introduction
Sgt Tony- Introduces Laying Spring Profits
Hi Bloggers
Welcome to another new system review. Well, having said that, it is kind of new! You
will no doubt be familiar with Chris Castell and his Laying Winter Profits, Laying
Summer Profits and
Laying Autumn Profits
systems. In a somewhat
unsurprising move, Chris
has rounded off the
whole
offering
by
announcing the launch of
Laying Spring Profits!
Laying Spring Profits runs from 1 March to 31 May and therefore completes the whole
twelve month cycle. In March Laying Spring Profits concentrates on UK National Hunt
racing, whilst in April and May Laying Spring Profits concentrates on UK Flat racing.
For all three months, the lay odds must lie between 1.75 and 6.30 on Betfair and Chris
recommends only putting your lays on a few minutes before the off, to ensure that you
can get within this price range. Laying Spring Profits will select horses to lay
regardless of their price, so it is quite usual to receive lots of selections for the day that
do not qualify because their price is above or below this recommended price range. To
keep things simple, Chris uses the Betfair SP when calculating his results, but users of
Laying Spring Profits may well obviously get better or worse prices dependent upon
the time at which they place their bets.
Chris offers superb support for all of his systems and is extremely approachable and
quick to respond to questions (this is the third of his systems that I have reviewed). As
with his other three systems, Chris offers an easy to understand manual, together with
some really comprehensive videos showing you how to use Laying Spring Profits. This
bundle will set you back £97.
For those who prefer the ‘lazy’ option, Chris will also email you the selections every
day (usually before midnight of the day before) for a one off payment of £198 for the
whole three months, or a monthly payment of £75. He also maintains a web page with
all the results kept up to date and the records from the last five years.
Chris bases all of his 4 systems on laying a fixed amount of £100 per selection, which
will result in a profit of £95 per lay, after taking Betfair commission into account, should
the horse oblige and lose the race. I will keep a tally of the cumulative cash bank,
together with the level stakes results for those who prefer to use different staking
methods, so 1 point will represent £100 in this case.
Chris is very keen to point out that he regards all four of his systems as being part of a
whole ‘package’ which punters can use to bet all year around. If one of the ‘seasons’
does wobble a little, it should be recouped by the next ‘seasonal’ system. This is an
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interesting approach. There are many systems out there that only look at All Weather
racing, or only look at Flat or NH racing, so there is a lot of merit in his approach of
using a month by month set of rules and criteria to allow for different conditions etc.
Do check out his website if you need any further information, or feel free to ask me (or
Chris) any questions.
[Click here to see the review pages for Laying Spring Profits….]
[Click here to see the sales page for Laying Spring Profits.....]
Kind regards
Sgt Tony

Power Naps – Introduction + Day’s 1 and 2
Sgt Tommy- Introduces Power Naps
Hi Bloggers,
So we get back on the road
again with a new service from
the ‘betfan’ stable.
This is a daily horse racing email service sending out ‘power naps’ each day with an
advised stake to wager depending on the strength of the bet. (between 1 and 5 pts)
The service recommends you start with a 200 pt bank so that will be my starting bank.
So, on with the fun!
Day1.
2.40 southwell fantasy fry 3 points win 5/2 skybet (won)
4.50 taunton whizzar 13/8 2 points win boylesports (won)
Day2.
2.10 Doncaster American Laddie 2 points win 11/8 bet365 (lost)
P/L = + 8.75 pts
New bank = 208.75 pts
Overall flat stake profit = + 8.75 pts after 2 days.
Nice start for the service so let’s see if it continues.
[Click here to see the review pages for Power Naps….]
[Click here to see the sales page for Power Naps…]
All the best,
Sgt Tommy
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Final Reviews
Deja Vu Football - Final Review
Review Manger David Reviews Deja Vu Football

Hi Bloggers
I have been reviewing Deja Vu Football since November 6th 2010 to February 23rd
2011 this actually covered 84 days when we could have actually got a selection as per
the heading Deja Vu Football covers only the English, German and Scottish premier
leagues so if none of these leagues had any matches I considered it to be a Non
Betting Day. So what is Deja Vu Football? It is a service which provides 4 scores per
match in the hope of getting the correct score, given the name the vendor must base
his selections on previous matches between the two sides. On to the review. Well
Deja Vu Football started off like a house on fire and was 107.15 points up by
November 27th unfortunately this was as good as it got, because after that it has been
in a state of decline this is shown in the graph below:

With a poor performance in December and an awful February in between a smaller
loss in January, if Deja Vu Football was a football team I think the manager would be
looking for another job. You could say based on the monthly profit and loss that it
was a review based on one good quarter and three bad but that would be a different
sport so I have separated the statistics into 2 halves and then the final overall figures.
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First Half (Days 1 to 42)
Matches 68/18 Correct Scores = 26.47% Strike Rate
Now although that looks good we have 4 Bets per match
68 x 4 = 272 bets / 18 wins = 6.62% Strike Rate
Average Odds of Winning Correct Scores = 18.175
Profit/Loss = plus 55.15 points
Second Half (Days 43 to 84)
Matches 104/ 26 Correct Scores = 25% Strike Rate
104 x 4 = 416 bets / 26 wins = 6.25% Strike Rate
Average Odds of Winning Correct Scores = 10.88
Profit/Loss = minus 111.82 points
Full Time (Days 1 to 84)
Matches 172/44 Correct Scores = 25.58% Strike Rate
172 x 4 = 688 bets/ 44 wins = 6.39% Strike Rate
Average Odds of Winning Correct Scores = 14.12(rounded off)
Profit/Loss = minus 56.67 points
Longest winning Run = 5 matches (once)
Longest Losing Run = 13 matches (once)
So you would have staked a total of 688 points during the review period to make a
loss of 56.67 points add to this a 45 pound per month subscription yard so based on
our review period of nearly 4 months that would have been another 180 pounds to
add to your losses. It has been mentioned on the comments section to this review that
Deja Vu Football had a 81.00 winner in November also in this month it had a 50.00
correct score so we can only only imagine what kind of losses it would have occurred
without these to bolster up the numbers. Unfortunately for Deja Vu Football it could not
get any further winners at the higher prices in fact the next highest was odds of 34.oo
and that was in November too, as can be seen the second half suffered a lower strike
rate, a lot lower average winning odds and a hefty points loss.
So to sum up without hitting the higher odds winners more regularly or alternatively
improving its strike rate Deja Vu Football will struggle badly, given the figures before
me its a clear red card for this one. It should be noted I found an additional 0.20
points when I went over all the figures again not that it makes any difference to the
outcome but I thought I would just mention it in case anyone was wondering why
56.87 loss is showing on Day 84 and 56.67 points here in the Final Review.
[Click here to see the review pages for Déjà Vu Football….]
[Click here to see the sales page for Déjà Vu Football......]

Regards
Dave
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Sam’s Lucky 9 Lays - Final Review
Sgt Ian-Reviews Sam’s Lucky 9 Lays
Hi Bloggers,
First let me apologise for the lateness of this final review. I have experienced a really
hectic period combined with some major network issues in my area.
Final Review
For £9.99 per week, you get access to all
selections for Sams Lucky 9 Lays that are
provided in two formats. The first is an
email sent out by the system author Sam,
this is backed up by forum access to
Betfan. During the trial of Sams Lucky 9
Lays there were 66 selections over the 84
betting days, which works out at just
under 0.80 selections per day.
Selections are to be placed at Betfair SP odds with a maximum price range of 9.00,
hence the name Sams Lucky 9 Lays. During the trial the maximum odds did reach the
9.00 mark but also went as low as 1.58. But herein lies the problem, with the amount
of selections being low, it only takes one of the higher priced selections to win its race
and your profit gets wiped out.
The trial started very well indeed, we won the first 11 selections in a row, and only lost
on one selection out of the first 22, racing out to 17.80pts profit to level stakes. By this
time 40 days of the trial had passed and for the next 24 days the system slowed down
profit wise, and due to the odd losing selection wiping out previous profit runs the
period returned a modest profit of +5.27pts, the total now +23.07pts.
It was from day 65 that things started to go downhill for Sams Lucky 9 Lays, between
day 65 and 84 we had a strike rate of just 52.13%, it doesn’t take a mathematician to
work out that that is nowhere near good enough. We lost 17.16pts, an even though
we ended the trial in profit, some major cracks in the system had been uncovered.
I don’t have any resounding proof, but I am of the belief that Sam on occasions is
prone to chasing losses. There were quite a few occasions where after a losing day
we all of a sudden got more than the normal 1 daily selection. At first I let this pass,
but it started to become too frequent to be pure coincidence. Now any bettor worth his
salt will tell you, that chasing losses is a mugs game, and is a road that only has one
destination….the poor house.
Sams Lucky 9 Lays itself seems to be well run, although I personally prefer more
accessibility to the author themselves. Support is managed via Betfan, now I know
there has been lots of flippant comments in the past regarding their outfit. They are in
my opinion a well run, well organised marketing firm. Any queries I have had with
them in the past have always been dealt with promptly and effectively.
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I have done some analysis on the trial results for the 84 days. And if you take into
consideration the subscription fees you would have had to stake £22 as a level stake
just to break even. When you consider the maximum liability at the highest odds is
£176, you are going to need quite a large set of cahoonas let alone betting bank to
play at those rates.
I have built a large database of Sams Lucky 9 Lays selections that I have used for
these statistics and it is available to you upon request to admin. It’s an interactive
excel sheet and all you need to do is enter your initial bank amount and what number
of points you would like to divide the bank by. These are defaulted to £1000 start
bank and dividing by 150, which I am sure you will agree is a sensible staking plan for
a laying system.
So I’m afraid my decision is to fail Sams Lucky 9 Lays, even though it has ended its
trial in a small profit. This is based on the following facts:
a) Needs large stakes to break even or see return long term
b) Needs an aggressive staking plan to see a profit
c) Short and long term gains are outweighed by service cost
Regardless of potential ALL systems are ultimately judged on success. And Sam’s
Lucky 9 Lays is no different. The long term level profits of the 7mths Sams Lucky 9
Lays has been in existence to date are just +1.29pts, I think that says it all really.
I have continued access to Sams Lucky 9 Lays selections and I will continue to
monitor performance with a view to possibly reviewing again in the future.
[Click here to see the review pages for Sam’s Lucky 9 Lays….]
[Click here to see the sales page for Sam's Lucky 9 Lays......]
Regards
Sgt Ian
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Current Reviews
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and gives a quick insight how each
review is performing. All the figures quoted below are from February 28th to March 6th.

All Weather Backing System - Reviewer Sgt Philip
Nothing reported this week.
Up to ~ about Day 80

This Week
P/L
+ £187.50

Cumulative
£250 Start Bank
P/L
£378.62
+ £128.62

See the All Weather Backing System Review pages here…
See the All Weather Backing System sales page here…

Betfair Success Formula - Reviewer Sgt Rich
Three profitable matches this week. 22 out of 26 matches have been profitable.
Up to day 31

This Week
P/L
+ 15.04 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
128.44 points
+ 28.44 points

See the Betfair Success Formula Review pages here…
See the Betfair Success Formula sales page here…

Betting Grenade - Reviewer RM Dave
Final Review to follow shortly.
Up to day 84

This Week
P/L
+ 35.36 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
199.52 points
+ 99.52 points

See the Betting Grenade Review pages here…
See the Betting Grenade sales page here…
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Betting Profits - Reviewer Sgt Rich
Very few bets with the boxing or the horse racing systems and what few there were lost!. The
Football system didn’t do as well this week as last week.
Up to day 10
Soccer System
Horse Racing System
Boxing system

This Week
P/L
- 84.28 points
- 199.99 points
- 99.98 points

Cumulative
1000 point Start Bank
P/L
1,092,23 points
+ 92.23 points
770.41 points
- 229.59 points
800.04 points
- 199.96 points

See the Betting Profits Review pages here…
See the Betting Profits sales page here…

Flat Ratings Pro - Reviewer Sgt John
A small profit this week.
Up to day 59

This Week
P/L
+ 7.70 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
138.83 points
+ 38.83 points

See Flat Ratings Pro Review pages here…
See Flat Ratings Pro sales page here…

Golf Bet Profits - Reviewer Sgt John
Two losing bets this week.
Up to day 56

This Week
P/L
- 5.00 points

Cumulative
200 point Start Bank
P/L
168.00 points
- 32.00 points

See Golf Bet Profits Review pages here…
See Golf Bet Profits sales page here…
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Laying Winter Profits - Reviewer Sgt Tony
Up to day 90

This Week
P/L
- 1.82 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
98.31 points
- 1.69 points

See Laying Winter Profits Review pages here…
See Laying Winter Profits sales page here…

Laying Spring Profits - Reviewer Sgt Tony
This takes over now from the Winter system.

Up to day 6

This Week
P/L
- 1.80 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
98.20 points
- 1.80 points

See Laying Spring Profits Review pages here…
See Laying Spring Profits sales page here…

Laytime Soccer - Reviewer Sgt Jon
A nice run of successful lays gives a strike rate of 26 successful lays out of 34.
Up to day 25

This Week
P/L
- 17.51 points

Cumulative
200 point Start Bank
P/L
173.10 points
- 26.90 points

See Laytime Soccer Review pages here…
See Laytime Soccer sales page here…
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Live TV Football Service - Reviewer Sgt Rich
This tipping service appears to be failing.
Up to day 27

This Week
P/L
- 19.15 points

Cumulative
50 point Start Bank
25.25 points

P/L
- 24.75 points

See Live TV Football Service Review pages here…
See Live TV Football Service sales page here…

Perpetual i - Reviewer Sgt Philip
Nothing reported this week.
Up to day 53

This Week
P/L

Cumulative
£10,000 Start Bank
P/L
£8,708.76
- £1,291.24

See Perpetual i Review pages here…
See Perpetual i sales page here…

Place 2 Profit - Reviewer Sgt Rich
A winning week has put the bank into profit.
Up to day 50

This Week
P/L
+ 8.41 points

Cumulative
50 points Start Bank
P/L
53.22 points
+ 3.22 points

See Place 2 Profit Review pages here…
See Place 2 Profit sales page here…
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Power Naps - Reviewer Sgt Tommy
A very good start with 5 winning bets and 2 losing bets.
Up to day 5

This Week
P/L
+ 19.75 points

Cumulative
200 point Start Bank
P/L
219.75 points
+ 19.75 points

See Power Naps Review pages here…
See Power Naps sales page here…

Soccer Magic - Reviewer Sgt Tommy
A loss this week ends of the review period. A nice 42.91% profit overall.
Up to day 84

This Week
P/L
- 8.32 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
142.91 points
+ 42.91 points

See Soccer Magic Review pages here…
See Soccer Magic sales page here…

Soccertips Software - Reviewer Sgt Rob
For this re-trial of Soccertips, Rob is running an Online Bank and a Coupon Bank. In the
newsletter we’ll monitor the Online Bank. Remember these notes are only an abbreviation
summary. Please consult the full review on the website
Up to day 22

This Week
P/L
+ 3.90 points

Cumulative
20 point Start Bank
P/L
24.34 points
+ 3.34 points

See Soccertips Software Review pages here…
See Soccertips Software sales page here…
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Sports Bet Gold (previously Insider Gold) - Reviewer Sgt Tommy
A profit in the final week.
Up to day 84

This Week
P/L
+ 6.00 points

Cumulative
50 point Start Bank
P/L
36.21 points
- 13.79 points

See Insider Gold Review pages here…
See Insider Gold sales page here…

Sports Betting Dynamics - Reviewer RM Dave
Four winning bets and four losing bets this week.
Up to day 30

This Week
P/L
- 1.00 points

Cumulative
300 point Start Bank
P/L
340.51 points
+ 40.51 points

See Sports Betting Dynamics Review pages here…
See Sports Betting Dynamics sales page here…

The Secret Tipster - Reviewer Gordon (Admin Manager)
All results have now been recalculated from Jan 4th (day 1). It is showing a loss so far.
Up to day 57
Level Stakes

This Week
P/L
+2.35 points

Staking Plan

+ 28.95 points

Cumulative
150 points Start Bank
P/L
139.58 points
- 10.42 points
300 points Start Bank
289.73 points
- 10.27 points

See The Secret Tipster Review pages here…
See The Secret Tipster sales page here…
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Blogger’s Corner
Please send your e-mail contributions to the Bloggers Corner to me at
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
This week, Mike writes:
I have only recently discovered your website and signed up for the weekly newsletter. I felt I had to
write to say thank you for such a great, informative and well-argued service. To make it available for
free is truly commendable as well. The information and reviews you provide are really helpful and I can
understand your frustration when people say that after a bad week or two of results that the review
must be flawed. Please keep up the good work!
Regards
Mike

Thanks Mike!

John writes about last week’s article on 3F0:
Hi,
While everyone is hyping this system I think you have given a really fair review.
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League Table of Current Reviews
The systems under review have different starting banks, different stakes and some systems
have variable stakes. A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work
out the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank and to average this out over the
number of the days of the review.
Obviously this table doesn’t replace reading the reviews, because profit %age of bank per day
is not the only factor in judging a system. Nevertheless, I think it gives a valid comparison and
an at-a-glance way of bringing the mass of data together.

System
Reviewed

Profit as
%age Position Position
Start Profit %age of
Days
per
Last
This
Bank /Loss
Bank Reviewed Day
Week
Week

Power Naps

200

19.75

9.88%

5

1.98%

N/A

1

Betting Grenade
Betting Profits Soccer
System
Betfair Success Formula

100

99.52

99.52%

84

1.18%

2

2

1000

92.23

9.22%

10

0.92%

1

3

100

28.44

28.44%

31

0.92%

7

4

Soccertips Software

20

3.34

16.70%

22

0.76%

8

5

Sports Betting Dynamics

200

40.51

20.26%

30

0.68%

3

6

Flat Ratings Pro
All Weather Backing
System
Soccer Magic

100

38.83

38.83%

59

0.66%

6

7

250

128.62

51.45%

80

0.64%

4

8

100

42.91

42.91%

84

0.51%

5

9

Place 2 Profit

50

3.22

6.44%

50

0.13%

14

10

Laying Winter Profits
The Secret Tipster
Staking Plan
The Secret Tipster Level
Stakes

100

-1.69

-1.69%

90

-0.02%

10

11

300

-10.27

-3.42%

57

-0.06%

17

12

150

-10.42

-6.95%

57

-0.12%

12

13

-12.91%

53

-0.24%

15

14

-16.00%

56

-0.29%

18

15

Golf Bets Profits

200

1291.24
-32.00

Laying Spring Profits
Sports Bet Gold
(previously Insider Gold)
Laytime Soccer

100

-1.80

-1.80%

6

-0.30%

N/A

16

50

-13.79

-27.58%

84

-0.33%

13

17

200

-26.90

-13.45%

25

-0.54%

16

18

Live TV Selections
Betting Profits Boxing
System
Betting Profits Horse
Racing System

50

-24.75

-49.50%

27

-1.83%

19

19

1000

-199.96

-20.00%

10

-2.00%

21

20

1000

-229.59

-22.96%

10

-2.30%

20

21

Perpetual I

10000
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Profitability Graph
I’m including a graph of the profit being made by the front runners as a percentage of their
starting bank. This gives a week by week comparative view of their progress since we started
this form of the league table in newsletter #30.
It gives a representation of the volatility or dependability of each system. I’ve taken off the
reviews that have finished. Ideally we would want a graph that increased each week by roughly
the same amount. If a system or tipping service could produce that, then we would really have
a winning review! At the moment, Flat Ratings Pro is still producing a steady profit.

Profit as a %age of starting bank
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Free System – Analysis (Part 2)
In last week’s newsletter I put the Free 3F0 system through an analysis using Adrian Massey’s
stats site.
The results were that from 2004 to 2009 inclusive the system made -78 points loss to Betfair
estimated prices and we would also have paid a further -140 points Betfair commission,
making a net loss over six years of -218 points. Not a disaster, but not a success, either.
But there is better news:An analysis of losing runs, for 2004 to 2009 shows that there have been 3 consecutive winners
(losing lays) only 4 times in 6 years! If you know a good lay staking plan you could exploit
this. 2 consecutive winners happen only 5 times a year, on average. Most winning horses
(90%) are surrounded by losing ones. Chasing losses after a losing lay is a fairly dangerous
thing to do, but the losing runs are low here and may be exploitable.
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And an analysis of losing runs for 2010 to 2011 show a similar 91% of stand-alone winners
and 2 consecutive winners 5 times in 14 months which is the same average as for the previous
6 years:

Also if we compare the results to Betfair prices with the results to SP prices we get a much
better percentage for the years 2004 to 2009 (2004 was still a bad year):
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And for 2010 to 2011 we get:

The losses for Jan and Feb, this year would still have tested our nerve.
So as with all lay systems, the longer prices at Betfair really hamper our attempts to Lay for a
profit.
One idea worth pursuing is to place a lay bet at the SP odds, just before the off and set Betfair
to keep the lay bet after the off. If the price of the 3rd fav comes in slightly during the first part
of the race, your bet could well be matched at Industry Starting Price and you would then be
running on the above SP figures. Of course you would lose some lay bets when the price of the
donkey doesn’t shorten during running, in which case you would regret not being on the lay
bet.
To give yourself the extra edge and to compensate for the missed lays where the odds don’t
come in in-running, you could set the lay bet at one tick below SP. In-play, if a horse is doing
20
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relatively OK, the odds nearly always shorten, so you will get a Lay at slightly below Industry
SP more often than not.
Of course if the odds shorten drastically then your lay horse may become a winner. But
remember, horses usually lose, only one horse can win! During running, the odds of several
horses do shorten and you only want your horse to shorten from Betfair SP to Industry SP, plus
perhaps an extra tick.
If you can get on most of the system’s selections at SP or better, you will make a profit per the
above SP tables.
End of analysis of the 3F0 system.
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Next Week & Signing Off
This is Sgt Rich signing off and I hope that you have found some of the content within this
newsletter to be useful. Remember to look out for the next BST newsletter in your e-mails on
March 16th. Until then, here’s to successful punting.

Regards
Sgt Rich
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